A condition monitoring system tracks real-world variables and alerts users when a predefined condition becomes true, e.g., when stock price drops, or when a nuclear reactor overheats. Replication of monitoring servers can reduce the probability that an important alert is missed. However, replicated independent servers can sometimes report "conflicting" alerts to the user, causing confusion. In this paper, we study the problem of replicated condition monitoring. We identify and formally define three desirable properties of a replicated system, namely, orderedness, consistency, and completeness. We propose new monitoring algorithms that enforce some or all of the desired properties in different scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
With increasing mobility of today's workforce, there are many scenarios where people must be alerted when certain conditions become true. For example, a traveling business person needs to receive a page whenever the price of a given stock drops below a certain limit. Soldiers in a battlefield must receive an alert at their mobile communication device whenever irregular enemy troop movement is detected by a satellite, or whenever a missile is fired. The manager of a nuclear plant has to get a message on his/her Personal Data Assistant (PDA) whenever the temperature of the reactor is higher than a safety limit.
For these purposes, a condition monitoring system is used.
The system monitors real world variables and alerts the user when a predefined condition is satisfied. Figure l(a) illustrates one such system. It consists of one or more Data Monitors (DM), a Condition Evaluator (CE), and one or more Alert Displayers (AD). A Data Monitor tracks the state of a real world variable, such as the reactor temperature. Periodically or whenever the variable changes, the DM sends out a data update, i.e., a temperature reading. These updates arrive at the Condition Evaluator, which uses them to evaluate a predefined condition, e.g., "reactor temperaPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work tbr personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. PODC 01 Newport Rhode Island USA Copyright ACM 2001 1-58113-383-9/01/08...$5.00 ture is over 3000 degrees." If the condition is satisfied, an alert is sent to the Alert Displayer, which is responsible for alerting the user. In this case, the user will be notified by a message on his/her PDA that the reactor has overheated. If the PDA is off or disconnected, the CE logs the alert, and sends it later, when the AD becomes available.
A Data Monitor resides near the data source it monitors (e.g., the reactor), while an Alert Displayer resides near the end user (e.g., on a PDA). Typically the Condition Evaluator resides on a separate computer in the fixed network, e.g., on a computer in the control room of the plant. There are three reasons why we may not want to place the CE on the same device as a DM. Firstly, the CE will likely require a fair amount of computing resource for data logging and condition evaluation, while a DM is usually a simple sensor device. Secondly, the data sources can be autonomous and do not allow the users to define their own conditions there. For example, the DM can be a stock trading center giving out stock quotes. Individual investors usually cannot ask these sources to monitor conditions for them. Finally, the condition may involve more than one real world variables, making it impossible for the CE to be co-located with all the DMs. For example, the condition "US stock price drops while Japan price climbs" requires data from two sources. Likewise, the CE should be hosted on a separate device from the AD as well. The PDA can be powered off or disconnected from the network most of the time to conserve battery, making it unsuitable to host the CE, which needs to listen constantly for data updates.
We call systems with a single Condition Evaluator, such as the one in Figure l(a) , non-replicated monitoring systems.
The problem with a non-replicated system is that the CE can go down, causing it to miss updates. Consequently, the CE may not know when a condition is satisfied. Furthermore, the computer network linking the DMs to the CE (called front links), or the CE to the ADs (called back links) can aLso be out of service. Thus even when the CE itself is working, the AD may not be able to contact the CE to receive alerts. If a condition is very important, we certainly want to increase the likelihood that we will be notified promptly whenever it is satisfied.
The vulnerability of a non-replicated system can be alleviated by introducing multiple independent Condition Evalu- condition and receive data updates from the same DMs. They independently make their own decisions about when the condition is satisfied, and send alerts to the same AD for eventual display to the end user. The redundancy in the system reduces the probability that a critical alert will not be delivered on time (or at all) to the user.
However, the problem of "consistency" arises with replication. Without any safeguard, the user can receive a sequence of alerts that are confusing or even contradictory. For instance, if an alert is to be sent whenever a missile is fired, having two CEs will likely result in two alerts being sent to the user for every missile fired. Without a mechanism to identify duplicates, the user will get confused about the exact number of missiles fired. As another example, suppose a monitoring system is used to report "sharp price drops" of a given stock, defined as greater than twenty percent drops between two consecutive quotes. At first, two price quotes, of values 100 and 50 respectively, are sent. CE1 receives both quotes and generates an alert al. However, CE2 only receives the first quote (100). Later when a third quote comes in with a value of 52, only CE2 generates an alert a2. Since a2 is not a duplicate of al, both will be reported to the user even if duplicate suppression is being used. The user will be confused about when the drop happened. Even worse, he/she may mistakenly think that there have been two drops in price instead of one. Note that such a scenario would not be possible in a non-replicated system. This paper addresses the replicated monitoring problem. We identify and define a set of properties desirable in a replicated system (Section 3.1). We study the properties of several different types of systems (Section 3). We then develop mechanisms to enforce some of the properties or trade off one against another (Section 4). We also study which types of systems our proposed algorithms work in. Finally, we extend our analysis to more sophisticated system configurations (Section 5).
2. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION In this section, we give more details on the workings of a condition monitoring system, using the nuclear reactor temperature sensing example from Section 1. The Data Monitor is a temperature sensor attached to the reactor. It is also connected to a communications network which allows it to broadcast temperature readings to other devices. We assume that each DM monitors only one variable. A sensor which simultaneously monitors two targets can be thought of as two Data Monitors co-located on the same device.
A data update is a tuple u(varname, seqno, value) where varname is an identifier of the real world variable being monitored; seqno uniquely identifies this update in the stream of updates from the same variable; and value is the "new value." We assume that sequence numbers of updates sent from the same variable are consecutive. In other words, the DM keeps a counter, which is incremented for every update generated. We also assume that value contains a full snapshot of the variable rather than an incremental delta. This way, an individual update can still be of use even if its previous one was lost. Hence, a temperature update includes the temperature of the reactor at the time of the reading, instead of the temperature difference from the previous reading. Additionally, the value field could include extra information such as a timestamp. We will ignore any extra information in the value field since it is not essential to our discussion. In our reactor example, an update u(x, 7, 3000) denotes the seventh update sent by the DM for reactor x, reporting a temperature reading of 3000 degrees. In the remainder of this paper, we will use 7=(3000) to denote such an update, or just 7 = when the actual update values are irrelevant to our discussion.
A condition c is an expression defined on values of real world variables. The expression can only evaluate to true or false. For example, condition cl ( "reactor temperature is over 3000 degrees") is satisfied whenever the temperature reading exceeds 3000. Similar to the DM, we assume that one Condition Evaluator monitors a single condition.
The set of variables that appear in a condition expression is the variable set of that condition, denoted by V. The CE receives data updates from DMs for all variables in V. When a new update arrives, the CE re-evaluates its condition. If the condition is satisfied, the CE will send out an alert to the Alert Displayer for eventual display to the interested user.
Note that to evaluate condition cl, only the current temperature reading is needed. However, to monitor another condition c2 ("reactor temperature has risen for more than 200 degrees since last reading received"), the CE needs to remember the previous data update in addition to the current one. Thus, we generalize to say that a condition is defined on a set (H) of "update histories," one for each vari- is the ith most recently received update of variable x. (See later for how to choose N). When a new x-update is received, it is first incorporated into/Ix, which is then used to evaluate the condition. For instance, immediately after update 7 ~ arrives, H2[0] will be 72, and Hx[-1] will be 6 ~ provided 6 ~ was not lost, or 52 if it was, and so on. When the system is just starting up, and the CE has not received at least N x-updates,/Ix is undefined.
The number N, called the degree of/Ix, is determined by the condition. We say that a condition c is of degree N with respect to variable x if the evaluation of c needs an /Ix of at least degree N. The degree of a condition is inherent in the nature of the condition itself, and it dictates how many x-updates the CE will need to store locally (i.e., the degree of H~). Thus, condition cl can be expressed We do not consider all possible types of conditions in this paper. In particular, we do not consider:
1. conditions of an infinite degree in any variable; 2. conditions requiring state information (other than H; e.g., a high watermark) to be stored at the CE, "current temperature exceeds maximum of all previous readings" being one example; 3. conditions involving any notion of "time," such as "temperature is higher than 3000 and current time is past midnight."
We believe that the above conditions may be hard to enforce in the mobile, replicated environment of interest to us. For example, if CEs store state, values must be coordinated among CEs through some concurrency control mechanism that may decrease availability. Thus, in this paper we focus on the simpler conditions that are more amenable to replicated, autonomous operation.
We define a condition to be non-historical if it is of degree 1 with respect to all variables in V. Otherwise, the condition is historical (since it looks at historical data in addition to the most recent updates). Condition cl is non-historical, while c2 is historical. all the update histories used by the CE in evaluating the condition. The histories are needed by the Alert Displayer to identify duplicates or conflicts in some cases. Note that, although conceptually we send all histories in an alert, in practice this is often not necessary. As will become clear later on, some systems do not need this information at all. Others need only the update sequence numbers contained in the histories. Still others only use these sequence numbers in a simple equality test, in which case it may be sufficient to send just a checksum of the histories.
Finally, an Alert Displayer collects such alerts and displays them to the end user, e.g., by a pop-up window or an audible alarm. The AD may do a final round of processing on the alerts before presenting them to the user. For instance, the AD may need to suppress duplicate alerts, or it may choose to reorder alerts that arrive out of order. In fact, the filtering algorithm the AD uses has a strong impact on the properties of a system. We will study a few such AD algorithms and their tradeoffs later in this paper.
Assumptions
We assume that only one condition is being monitored. In a longer version of this paper [8] , we look at multiple conditions and the complications that arise. Without loss of generality, we assume a system contains only one AD, as there is no interaction between the ADs in a multi-AD system. For a replicated system, we consider a system with two CEs for simplicity. Analysis for systems with more than two CEs can be easily extended.
We assume that both the front links (links carrying updates from the DM to the CE) and the back links (links carrying alerts from the CE to the AD) guarantee ordered delivery. Ordered delivery of messages on a link can be obtained easily by having the sender tag all messages with a sequence number, and letting the receiver discard messages that ar-rive out of order. Such a mechanism is simple to implement, with respect to every variable in V, we simply say that A is and does not incur much overhead, ordered.
We further assume that the front links are potentially lossy while the back links are not. To guarantee lossless delivery over an unreliable physical link requires a reliable communications protocol, such as TCP, which stores and retransmits messages until delivery is confirmed. Such a protocol can incur an overhead that is too costly for the front links for three reasons. First, the Data Monitor may be a simple and low-capability device, such as a networked temperature sensor. Second, the DM may be multicasting updates to many recipients. Third, the data updates may be numerous and continuous. Consequently, it is often more appropriate for the DM to implement a datagram protocol such as UDP which is potentially lossy. On the other hand, a TCP-like protocol is justified on the back links for the following reasons. The overhead is relatively small because much less traffic is expected on the back links, which carry alerts instead of updates. The PDAs are turned off most of the time, so the CE is expected to buffer and store the alerts anyway. Lastly, losing an alert is likely much more undesirable than losing a data update.
Notation
In our discussions we will be dealing extensively with sequences of natural numbers. We say that such a sequence S is ordered if S's elements appear in non-decreasing numerical order. For example, (3, 8, 100 ) and (2, 2) are ordered sequences, while (2, 1, 6) is not. Furthermore, let ~S denote the (unordered) set whose elements are those of sequence S. Thus, (I)((2, 1, 2, 6)) = {1, 2, 6}.
Given two sequences S: and $2, we say that $1 is a subsequence of $2, denoted by $1 ~ $2, if S1 can be obtained from $2 by removing zero or more of S2's elements. And we use $1 = 5'2 to denote equality, i.e., $1 _ $2 and 5'2 E_ S:. If H~U is ordered, we say that U is ordered with respect to variable x. We will omit the variable name (just HU and just say "U is ordered") if it is implied in the context (for example when we are talking about single variable conditions).
Recall that an alert a contains the set of update histories (H) used in evaluating its condition. We define a's sequence number with respect to variable x, denoted a.seqno.x, to be H~ [O] .seqno, namely, the sequence number of the last x-update received when a was triggered. Analogous to U, we define H~A for a sequence of alerts A as the sequence (a.seqno.x I a E A). If this sequence is ordered, we say that A is ordered with respect to x. Furthermore, if A is ordered
SINGLE VARIABLE CONDITIONS
In this section, we restrict our discussions to conditions involving only one real world variable x, i.e., V = {x}. Hence, the monitoring system contains only one Data Monitor, and all relevant updates will have x as their varname. In Section 5 we will investigate the impact of multiple DMs. Figure 2 (a) depicts a replicated one-variable system. U represents the sequence of updates sent out by the DM over some period of time. When these updates arrive at CE1 and CE2, they become sequences [71 and U2, respectively. Notice that U: and U2 may not necessarily equal U because the front links can be lossy. However, both are subsequences of U because the front links deliver messages in-order. That is, U1,U2 E U.:
A Condition Evaluator takes in a sequence of updates as input, and generates an alert sequence as output. We use Tc (or just T since c is implicit in a single condition system) to denote the action performed by a CE. Specifically, T is a function that maps a sequence of updates to a sequence of alerts, according to the definition of the condition being monitored. For example, given the input U1, the output of CE1 will be A: = T(U:). Since the back links are lossless, A1 will be the sequence of CE1 alerts received at the AD as well.
Finally, the AD collects both A1 and A2 and merges them to produce a final alert sequence A, which are displayed to the end user. To produce A, the AD uses an AD algorithm to filter out some alerts such as duplicates. In this section, we assume a simple duplicate elimination algorithm ( Figure 3 ). Algorithm AD-1 discards one of two "identical alerts" coming from the two CEs. Two alerts are considered identical if their history sets H are the same. For example, assume the condition is of degree 2, and CE1 generates an alert a: which triggered on updates 2 x and 3 x, while CE2 generates a2 which triggered on 1 x and 3 ~ (because CE2 did not receive 22). Although both aa and as were triggered when 32 arrived at their respective CEs, Algorithm AD-1 will not recognize them as "duplicates" because their H are different. Hence both will eventually be reported to the user. There are also other more involved AD algorithms which will be discussed in Section 4. EXAMPLE 1. Let us walk through an example in detail. The condition being monitored is cl: "reactor temperature is over 3000 degrees." Over time, the DM sends out three updates: U = (lX(2900),2x(3100),3~(3200)). All the updates reach CE1 without problem. However, 2 ~ is lost at CE2. Thus, U: = U and U2 = (12, 3~).
CE1 generates A: = T(U:) = (a:,a2), where al.H = (2 x) and a2.H -----(3x). CE2 generates only A2 = T(U2) = (a3), where a3.H = (3~>.
:Strictly speaking, U is a sequence of data updates rather than numbers. However, we use U in a context where a natural number sequence is expected with the understanding that each update is represented by its sequence number. Analogously for a sequence of alerts A. Duplicate ReBoth A1 and A2 are sent to the AD, which produces A by filtering out alerts with Algorithm AD-1. Depending on the interleaving order of alerts in the two input streams, A can assume different outcomes. For example, if the order of arrival is al, a3, and then a2, we will get A = (al,a3). That is to say, a2 is filtered out by the AD, and two alerts are actually delivered to the user. I
System properties
We propose three desirable properties of a replicated system. A replicated system R is said to have each of the following properties if every alert sequence A it produces satisfies the corresponding criterion.
1. Orderedness: A is ordered.
Completeness: ~A = (~T(U1 U U2).
3. Consistency: 3U' such that ~pA C__ ~T(U') and U' E (u1 u u2).
To better understand these properties, we define a corresponding non-replicated monitoring system N (Figure 2(b) ) to a replicated system R as one with otherwise the same configuration as R except that N only has one CE and no filtering is performed at the AD. The three properties measure how the behavior of R "conforms" to that of N. Specifically, orderedness looks at the order in which alerts are presented to the user, while the other two criteria deal with what alerts are presented.
Orderedness indicates that alerts are delivered to the user in increasing sequence number order. Since a corresponding non-replicated system N always delivers alerts in this order, a replicated system R that is ordered behaves similarly in this respect. However, when R is not ordered, confusion may arise. Imagine a condition which alerts the user of movements in a stock's price. If alerts arrive out of order, the user may be given the false impression that the price is climbing when it is actually dropping, causing the user to make wrong decisions.
One might argue that the above scenario could be prevented by tagging each alert with a timestamp and having the user detect and "disregard" older alerts that arrive out of place. We observe that this solution is very similar to one of the algorithm extensions we will be talking about in Section 4, and we defer the discussion of the tradeoffs involved until then.
If a replicated system R is consistent, the user can expect to receive (although perhaps in a different order) a subset of those alerts that would have been generated by the corresponding non-replicated system N. On the other hand, an inconsistent system is capable of generating "extraneous" alerts that one would not normally expect from N. Therefore, it is easy for a user behind an inconsistent system to tell that replication is being used when he/she sees these "extraneous" alerts.
Completeness is a stricter criterion than consistency. For a replicated system R to be complete, it will have to generate all alerts and only those alerts that would have been generated by N, when the single CE in N is given the combined inputs of CE1 and CE2 in R (i.e., U' = U1 II U2). Trivially, completeness implies consistency, while the reverse is not true. Recall that one of the purposes of replication is to guard against data update loss. A complete system is most effective in this role because it gives the user the maximum set of alerts that can be generated by any consistent system.
To summarize, an ordered and complete replicated system displays exactly the same alerts as its corresponding nonreplicated system, and in the same order. An unordered but complete system displays the same alerts, but possibly out of order. An incomplete but consistent system may not be able to display the full set of alerts, but at least it does not generate any "extraneous" alerts. Finally, an inconsistent system is capable of generating such "extraneous" alerts.
Discussion
The following theorems show which properties are guaranteed under various types of systems. The reader is referred to [8] for all proofs in this paper. Bear in mind that the discussion of this section pertains to single variable conditions, and Algorithm AD-1. 
Theorem 1 (LosSLESS LINKS). A replicated monitoring system using Algorithm AD-1 with lossless front links and any type of condition is ordered and complete (hence consistent, trivially).
Because the links are reliable, the advantage of having multiple CEs in such a configuration may not be apparent. One possible benefit is better availability, in the sense that if one of the CEs is temporarily down, the other one can still generate alerts.
Theorem 2 (NON-HISTORICAL CONDITION). A replicated monitoring system using Algorithm AD-I with lossy front links and a non-historical condition is complete but not ordered.

Theorem 3 (CONSERVATIVE TRIGGERING). A replicated monitoring system using Algorithm AD-1 with lossy front links and a conservatively triggered historical condition is consistent, but not ordered nor complete.
Theorem 4 (AGGRESSIVE TRIGGERING).
A replicated monitoring system using Algorithm AD-I with lossy front links and an aggressively triggered historical condition is neither ordered nor consistent. Table 1 gives a quick summary of the results. Among other things, it shows that the orderedness property is almost never achieved except in trivial cases. The reason is that, when A1 and A2 are interleaved and merged at the AD, the result tends to become unordered. In Section 4 we will investigate alternative AD algorithms for situations where orderedness is imperative. Table 1 also shows that completeness cannot be achieved with historical conditions (except in the trivial case where the front links are lossless). Historical conditions depend on older updates cached at the CE. As a simple example, suppose that update i is received only by CE1, while i + 1 is received only by CE2. A non-replicated system receiving both i and i + 1 may generate an alert based on these two updates, but the replicated system will not be able to because neither CE has seen both updates.
Finally, the consistency property is violated by the last configuration. Intuitively, aggressive triggering implies that the CEs will substitute missed data updates with older received values in evaluating conditions. Consequently, "extraneous" alerts are generated which would not have been possible if updates were not missed. 
ENFORCING PROPERTIES
So far, we have used a particular algorithm for the Alert Displayer, namely, Algorithm AD-1. Next we show that, by using alternative AD algorithms, we can alter the system properties.
Domination
In Section 3.1 we defined three desirable properties for a replicated system. However, even if two systems satisfy the same set of properties (e.g., both are ordered, consistent, but not complete), one can sometimes be considered "better" than the other. For example, it is easy to devise an AD algorithm to guarantee orderedness and consistency for any system: the AD algorithm will simply not pass any alert through. Since the empty sequence is ordered and is a subsequence of any other sequence, the resulting system is trivially ordered and consistent. Yet if another system also guarantees these properties, while able to generate some alerts to the user, it will be more useful than the one that passes no alert through.
To capture this concept of "goodness" based on how few alerts are filtered out by the AD, we define a relationship dominates (denoted by >) between two AD filtering algorithms. An algorithm G1 dominates G2 if, given the same input into the AD (multiple interleaved alert sequences), G1 always produces a supersequence of G2's output. In short, a dominant algorithm filters fewer alerts and lets more pass through to the final A. We also say that G1 strictly dominates G2 (G1 > G2) if G1 > G2 and for some inputs, G1 produces a strict supersequence of G2's output. Therefore, all else being the same (i.e., G1 and G2 having the same properties), if G1 > G2, G1 is considered a "better" algorithm than G2.
Sometimes, an algorithm is used to improve the properties of a system (e.g., Algorithm AD-2 below enforces orderedness). When a property, such as orderedness, is gained, usually a tradeoff is involved because the AD filters more alerts, and thus the system displays fewer alerts to the user. Therefore, the concept of domination will also be used in the following subsections to show such tradeoffs between different AD algorithms.
Guaranteeing orderedness
In this subsection, we develop a new AD filtering algorithm, AD-2, which guarantees orderedness in all systems, regardless of whether the front links are lossy or lossless, or whether the condition is conservative or aggressive, etc. Algorithm AD-2 ( Figure 4 ) discards any alert that arrives at the AD out of order. Trivially, AD-2 always guarantees that A is ordered. There may be many AD algorithms that will enforce orderedness. Ideally, we would like to find one that not only guarantees orderedness, but also discards as few alerts as possible. More rigorously, an AD algorithm G is m a x im a l l y o r d e r e d if 1. G is ordered, which means that any system using algorithm G is always ordered; 2. There does not exist another algorithm G' such that G' is ordered and G' > G.
T h e o r e m 5. Algorithm AD-2 is maximally ordered.
Theorem 5 tells us that, if we are looking for an algorithm to guarantee orderedness under all circumstances, we are not going to find any other that is strictly "better" than AD-2. Table 2 shows the updated system properties under Algorithm AD-2. Comparing with Table 1 , we see that a tradeoff is involved. Algorithm AD-2 enforces orderedness at the cost of possibly dropping more alerts (those that arrive out of order) than Algorithm AD-1. This tradeoff is more formally captured in Theorem 6 below.
T h e o r e m 6. AD-1 > AD-2
In particular, a system with non-historical conditions is no longer complete, as can be illustrated by the following example.
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose the condition is cl: "reactor temperature is over 3000 degrees," and [71 = (1=(3100)) and Us = (2x(3200)). Thus Az = T(Uz) = (az) and As = T(U2) = (a2). Assume alert as arrives at the AD before az. According to Algorithm AD-2, al will be filtered out, so A is only (as). Hence the system is incomplete because T(U1 II [/2) ----T((1 x, 2~)) = (al, as) has two alerts. I
Instead of discarding alerts that arrive out of order (which results in fewer alerts being displayed), the AD could choose to hold off displaying an alert until all its predecessors have been received first. In the previous example, the AD could postpone displaying alert as until it has received az, at which time it will display both alerts in order. However, the problem with this approach is that in normal situations the AD has no way of knowing which alerts there are (the alert sequence numbers are not consecutive), causing indefinite delays in some cases. As an improvement, the AD could preset a timeout value t: at most t time after it receives an alert a, it must display a even though a's predecessors might not have all been received. The problem then is, of course, that unless system delays are bounded, orderedness is no longer guaranteed when the AD is forced to display an alert on timeout. Therefore, we conclude that such "delayed displaying" alternatives do not provide anything fundamentally new to our framework, and thus will be left out of our discussions.
Guaranteeing consistency
Next we describe an AD algorithm, AD-3, that guarantees consistency ( Figure 5 ). Intuitively, the AD tries to avoid displaying two alerts that require a certain update to be in a "conflicting state." We use an example to illustrate how Algorithm AD-3 works.
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose that the AD receives from CE1 an alert al with az.H --(32,1x). That is, az triggered on updates 1 ~ and 32, while 2 ~ was missed by CE1. The AD passes az on to the user. At the same time, it records the situation under which az was generated, by inserting 1 and 3 into its Received set, as well as 2 into its Missed set.
Later another alert a2 arrives from CE2 with as.H = (3 x, 2x) . If the AD were to pass a2 through, it would need to put 2 into the Received set. However, since 2 is already in Missed, this constitutes a "conflicting" state. Thus alert as is filtered Algorithm AD-4 removes any alert that would be removed by either Algorithm AD-2 or AD-3. The pseudo-code is not given here. 
AD-1 > AD-3
System properties under AD-3 are very similar to Table 1 except that the last row (Aggressive Triggering) is also consistent.
Combining orderedness and consistency
Finally we combine Algorithms AD-2 and AD-3 to produce a new Algorithm AD-4 ( Figure 6 ) that guarantees both orderedness and consistency in all scenarios. Simply, AD-4 discards any alert that would be discarded by either AD-2 or AD-3 alone.
Theorem 9. Algorithm AD-4 is maximally "ordered and
System properties under AD-4 are very similar to Table 2 except that Aggressive Triggering also becomes consistent.
MULTI-VARIABLE CONDITIONS
So far we have dealt with conditions involving only a single variable. Condition expressions containing more than one variables introduce additional complications due to different interleaving of data updates seen by the replicated CEs. Figure 7 shows a system with two independent data sources, x and y.
Next we give the multi-variable definitions of the three desirable system properties. Note that these are direct extensions of the single-variable case, and fall back to the single-variable definitions when the number of variables is one. A replicated multi-variable system R is said to have each of the following properties if every alert sequence A it produces satisfies the corresponding criterion. 
Guaranteeing orderedness
Similar to Section 4.2, we develop Algorithm AD-5 (Figure 8) to guarantee orderedness in a multi-variable system. Algorithm AD-5 can be regarded as a multi-variable version of Algorithm AD-2. For every alert presented to the user, the AD will record its sequence numbers with respect to both x and y. When a new alert comes in, its sequence numbers are checked against these two numbers for any inversion of order in either x or y. If so, the new alert is discarded because displaying it would result in an unordered output. We prove that the algorithm works in [8] . Table 3 summarizes the system properties under Algorithm AD-5. Interestingly, not only can AD-5 provide orderedness in all scenarios, it also makes most systems consistent, except systems with an aggressively triggered historical condition. However, all multi-variable systems under Algorithm AD-5 are still incomplete. See [8] for more details.
Orderedness and consistency
Algorithm AD-6 ( Figure 9 ) enforces both orderedness and consistency in a multi-variable system. Thus its system properties are the same as Table 3 except that the last row (Aggressive Triggering) is also consistent. Like AD-4 for single-variable systems, Algorithm AD-6 combines AD-5, which enforces orderedness, and the multi-variable ver- To extend Algorithm AD-3 to multi-variable systems, the AD keeps two lists (Received and Missed) each for variable x and variable y. The pseudo-code is not given here. sion of AD-3, which enforces consistency. The extension of Algorithm AD-3 to the multi-variable case is rather straightforward, and its details are omitted in this paper.
RELATED WORK
Much work has been done on maintaining consistency in the face of replication, at various system levels [10, 7, 3] . Although we deal with a fundamentally different type of replication, our notion of correctness is analogous to the concept of single-copy serializability in distributed database literature [3] .
Mechanisms have been proposed in [1, 5] for scalable and reliable content-based publish/subscribe systems. Although our condition monitoring systems are functionally similar, our work concentrates on the impact of replicated independent triggering servers.
Distributed sensor networks [6] monitor changes in an environment. Our work is not concerned with how changes are detected or how the sensors are coordinated. We are concerned with consistency issues with alerts that are derived from such monitoring. It is also possible to modify our algorithms for special cases, such as when the alerted actions are idempotent, as identified by the process-control work [11] .
The idea of replicating a service to increase its fault-tolerance in a general purpose system is certainly not new [2, 4, 9] . However, the contribution of this paper is to identify and systematically study the implication of replication in a special type of systems, i.e., distributed condition monitoring systems.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied problems resulting from replication in a condition monitoring system. Replication is used to increase the system's fault tolerance. However, replication can also lead to confusing and conflicting alerts. We define orderedness, consistency, and completeness as three desirable properties of a replicated system. We then study the scenarios under which these properties are maintained. We also propose new algorithms to enhance or tradeoff these properties in various scenarios.
